Recent studies highlight that traditional transaction processing systems utilize the micro-architectural features of modern processors very poorly. L1 instruction cache and long-latency data misses dominate execution time. As a result, more than half of the execution cycles are wasted on memory stalls. Previous works on reducing stall time aim at improving locality through either hardware or software techniques. However, exploiting hardware resources based on the hints given by the software-side has not been widely studied for data management systems.
INTRODUCTION
Online transaction processing (OLTP) is one of the most demanding database applications and a multibillion-$/year industry. It is for this reason that OLTP has been one of the main applications that drive advancements in the data management ecosystem. Despite innovations in the database and computer architecture communities, recent workload characterization studies show that micro-architectural resources are severely underutilized when running OLTP [5, 22, 24] . Up to 80% of the execution cycles go to memory stalls [5] . As a result, on modern processors, OLTP barely achieves one instruction per cycle (IPC), far below the processors peak capability of four IPC [24] .
Previous works on reducing memory stall time for data management systems aimed at reducing cache miss rates, focusing primarily on improving locality and cache utilization for data rather than for instructions. Proposals range from cache-conscious data structures and algorithms [4, 7] to sophisticated data partitioning and thread scheduling [17] at the software-side, whereas hardware techniques mainly target data prefetching [21] .
Recent studies [5, 22, 23, 24] reveal that, for traditional transaction processing systems, the stall time due to L1 instruction misses is at least as problematic as long-latency data misses from the last-level cache. Improving code layout by writing better code or by compilation optimizations [18] does improve instruction cache utilization but does so by mainly reducing conflict misses. However, it is capacity misses that dominate L1 instruction misses on today's most commonly used server hardware [23] ; the instruction footprint of a transaction is too big to fit in the L1, thus thrashing the L1 and leading to very lengthy stalls.
There are proposals that address capacity instruction misses in OLTP. These proposals are motivated on the observation that threads executing transactions in parallel on a multicore server execute significant amount of common code. To be able to reuse the common instructions already brought into L1, STEPS [8] and STREX [2] time-multiplex a batch of threads on the same core, whereas SLICC [1] spreads the computation of a transaction to several cores to localize the common instructions to specific caches. Nevertheless, STREX and SLICC are completely oblivious to software and miss the opportunity to more precisely improve instruction locality through software guidance. STEPS, on the other hand, is a pure software technique designed to run only on a single-core and requires significant manually-aided instrumentation. Furthermore, all three techniques increase average transaction latency and STREX and STEPS increase the potential of deadlocks due to extensive batching and context-switching.
The goal of this work is to better exploit the L1 caches when running transactions based solely on hints from the software-side. The traditional way of scheduling transactions considers each as one big, monolithic task. Therefore, the granularity of tasks assigned to run on a core is too coarse, which leads to cache thrashing due to the large instruction footprint of the scheduled task. This work proposes to reduce the granularity of task-to-core assignment by scheduling the actions of common database operations. This approach bridges the gap between a transaction's instruction footprint and the L1 capacity.
To assign finer-grained tasks to cores while running transactions, we design ADDICT, a transaction scheduling mechanism that chases instruction cache locality. ADDICT first segments a database operation into smaller actions, where the instruction footprint of each action fits in a single L1 instruction cache. Then, it assigns specific cores for each of these actions and migrates the transactions over multiple cores using core assignment decisions that aim to maximize instruction locality for each action.
The contributions of this work are the following:
• We characterize the memory behavior of the TPC OLTP benchmarks [25] (TPC-B, TPC-C, TPC-E) during traditional transaction execution. We observe that same-type transactions exhibit 53% to 98% overlap in their instruction footprint while the data overlap is at most 6%.
• We design ADDICT, a transaction scheduling mechanism that views transactions as a composition of the actions from the database operations they execute. Therefore, it departs from the traditional way of scheduling transactions, which views them as an indivisible unit.
• Our experimental evaluation shows that ADDICT reduces L1 instruction cache misses by 85%, while also reducing the rate of the long-latency data misses by 20%. Even though ADDICT slightly increases L1 data cache misses and average transaction latency, the improved instruction locality leads to a 45% and 15% gains in total execution time on average on shallow and deep cache hierarchies, respectively.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details typical database operations and presents the findings of our memory characterization study. Section 3 explains AD-DICT's algorithm and its implementation. Section 4 evaluates our ADDICT prototype. Finally, Section 5 surveys related work and Section 6 concludes.
INSIDE TRANSACTIONS
Each transaction satisfies a different request in terms of its high-level functionality. However, underneath, transactions execute a series of actions from the same predefined set of database operations. These operations dictate the way of interaction with the storage manager components. This section first details some of the common database operations, and then, investigates the instruction and data overlap across their different instantiations in a workload mix.
Database Operations
Most transactional workloads have five major operations: index probe, index scan, update tuple, insert tuple, delete tuple. In the rest of this section we discuss their main characteristics; we omit delete tuple because of its similarity to insert tuple. To guide the discussion, Figure 1 sketches the high-level call flow for each operation including the percentage of the instruction footprint for each significant code path in it. In Figure 1 , an arrow from box A to box B with label X% indicates that X% of the instruction footprint of A comes from executing the routine B. Solid arrows represent calls that are always made whereas dashed arrows represent calls that are not always made, i.e., they depend on a branch condition. The footprint is measured as the unique 64byte cache blocks requested by each operation when running 1000 transactions from the transaction mix of TPC-C (see Section 4.1 for the experimental setup).
Index Probe is the most common operation in transaction processing and is read-only. Its input parameters are an index identifier and a key. If the key exists in the index, index probe returns the tuple corresponding to the given key value in the index. Otherwise, index probe returns a flag indicating the key is not found. From Figure 1 , we see that index probe follows a predictable call path. It starts with a call to the storage manager API, find key, which calls the lookup routine for the corresponding index. Then, it traverses the index pages from top to bottom to find the desired key and interacts with the lock manager to acquire the lock for the record that maps the searched key.
Index Scan is the other read-only operation used in transactions. It takes as input an index identifier, two key values for the boundaries of the scan, and two flags indicating the inclusiveness of the boundary keys. It returns Each pie represents the instruction or data footprint for the indicated transaction, database operation, or workload mix. The legend represents the frequency of an operation, transaction, or workload mix using the corresponding slice of the overall footprint. For example, the darkest slices (100% ) represent the instructions and data that are executed in all instances, whereas the lightest slices ([0-30)% ) represent the instructions and data that are common in less than 30% of the instances.
the set of tuples mapping to the key values within the given boundaries. As Figure 1 shows, index scan has two main parts. Initialize cursor first finds the position on the index leaf pages to be used as the starting point for the scan. This routine forms 75% of the instruction footprint of index scan. Then, fetch next fetches all the tuples until it reaches the scan's ending boundary. The instruction footprint of this last, tuple fetching code part is three times smaller compared to the instruction footprint of initialize cursor ; fetch next has just a short loop that reads the tuples in sequence. Update Tuple takes as input a tuple identifier and the updated tuple. Then, it rewrites the part of the data page in the database that corresponds to the tuple identifier. It is a relatively short operation and follows a more predictable execution compared to the other database operations. It has two major routines as shown in Figure 1 : pin record page pins the page that has the tuple to be updated in the buffer pool, and update page updates the record and inserts a log entry for the update.
Insert Tuple takes a table identifier and a tuple as inputs. Create record adds the tuple to one of the data pages that belong to the given table and has sufficient space. Create index entry inserts the index entries for this record to all the indexes associated with the table. Figure 1 shows that these two routines almost equally contribute to the instruction footprint. Therefore, inserting a tuple to a table that has indexes, results in a significantly different instruction stream compared to inserting a tuple to a table with no indexes. Similarly, if none of the data pages allocated for the given table has space, then a new data page is created (allocate page). This process requires almost half of the instructions in create record. Further deviation in the instruction stream might be caused by the instructions needed to handle structural modifications in an index (e.g., index page splits, merges, or new index root creation). Such modifications form 65% of all the instructions needed to create an index entry. Overall, the insert tuple operation exhibits the most variety in its instruction flow compared to the other database operations.
Commonalities across Transactions
Considering the database operations transactions share, we expect to see significant overlap in the code executed by different transactions as well as some common data accesses. To quantify this intuition, we analyze the memory behavior of the transactions from the standard TPC [25] benchmarks for OLTP, i.e., TPC-B, TPC-C, and TPC-E (Section 4.1 details the experimental setup). We mark each instruction and data cache block accessed by each database operation or transaction. Then, we check how often these blocks appear in other instances of that database operation or transaction. Our goal is to examine instruction and data overlap at three different granularities: a) within the whole transaction mix, b) within each transaction of the same type, and c) in each database operation. Figure 2 depicts the highlights of the overall analysis. Each pie-chart represents the whole instruction or data footprint for the indicated workload, transaction, or database operation called within that workload or transaction. Next, Section 2.2.1 and Section 2.2.2 detail the results in Figure 2 for instruction and data overlaps, respectively. 
Instruction Overlap
The left-hand side of Figure 2 reports the instruction overlap results. For simplicity, Figure 2 only shows the most frequent operations invoked by the most frequent transaction type in the mix in addition to the results from the overall transaction mix for all the workloads. The pie slices group instructions based on the appearance frequency across the instances of each database operation or transaction. For example, the darkest slice (100% ) represents the instructions that are executed in all instances, whereas the lightest slice ([0-30)% ) represents the instructions that are common in less than 30% of the instances.
Since TPC-B has only one transaction in its mix, Figure 2 shows the results only for the workload mix (the leftmost pies). The instruction footprint overlap across all probe and update operation instances exceeds 90%. The overlap across all insert operation instances is at 60%. TPC-B has a single transaction type, AccountUpdate, that inserts a tuple to the History table, which has no index. Investigating where that 40% of uncommonly executed code comes from shows that these instructions come from the part of the insert operation code that creates a new data page. Even though there are only six AccountUpdate instances out of the 1000 that require this routine, the large instruction footprint of the routine (see Figure 1 ) causes a high deviation in the whole instruction stream.
The TPC-C charts show similar trends to TPC-B. Within individual transactions, e.g., NewOrder, the instruction overlaps in probe and update operations are high: at least 70% of the instructions accessed are the same. For the insert operation, however, around half of the instructions are not so common. NewOrder performs inserts to tables with indexes. This code has more branches compared to TPC-B's AccountUpdate since it also needs to execute the routine for creating an index entry (see Figure 1 ).
Since NewOrder forms almost half of the TPC-C transaction mix, the charts for each operation in the mix are similar to the charts for NewOrder. The slight differences are due to the different tables accessed by the transactions in the mix. For example, Payment, which together with NewOrder contributes to the 88% of the mix, inserts a tuple to a table with no indexes. Therefore, the instructions for creating an index entry are not common in the overall mix. Furthermore, the degree of overlap is lower in the whole transaction mix (third column, fourth row in Figure 2 ) compared to the individual operations. This is expected since probe is the only database operation code shared by all TPC-C transactions.
Since almost 80% of the TPC-E mix is read-only, Figure 2 presents the results for probe and scan for TPC-E. TPC-E has 10 transaction types in its mix, twice the number of TPC-C, and the most frequent transaction, TradeStatus, accounts for only 19% of the mix. Therefore, the instruction overlap is less in the overall TPC-E mix (fifth column, fourth row in Figure 2 ) compared to the other two benchmarks. However, among same-type transactions instruction overlap is still significant; different TradeStatus instances observe a 98% instruction overlap.
Data Overlap
The right-hand side of Figure 2 presents data overlap results for the transaction mixes only since the conclusions are the same for individual transaction types. Figure 2 clearly depicts that the overlap in data is very low, at most 6%.
The dataset used while collecting the traces is around 100GB for each workload. Therefore, there is almost no overlap on the data that represent database records or lowerlevels of the indexes. On the other hand, investigating the sources of the few, very frequently used data shows that metadata information, lock manager, buffer pool structures, and index root pages are commonly accessed (mostly read) across different transactions. Such data mainly stem from the tables that are accessed in all the transactions of a workload's mix, e.g., the Warehouse table in TPC-C, or used by all the instances of a particular database operation, e.g., the inserts to History table in TPC-B. Figure 2 demonstrates the frequency of instruction reuse across different instances of transactions or database operations. It does not indicate how frequently a memory address is reused within each instance. Therefore, we also measure the average per instruction and per data address accesses within one instance of each transaction and database operation. Figure 3 shows the results for the AccountUpdate transaction and the insert tuple operation in TPC-B. The results for TPC-C and TPC-E and the other database operations share similar trends. Figure 3 omits the address labels on the x-axis, but places the addresses based on their frequency across different transaction instances (from left to right the frequency increases). The addresses on the right of the light-gray vertical line appear in all the instances. Figure 3 highlights that the frequently reused addresses across transaction and operation instances are also frequently reused within each instance.
Average Reuse in an Instance

Summary and Conclusions
The memory characterization study demonstrates that:
• Transactions exhibit high instruction overlap because of the common database operations they execute, especially among same-type transactions. This offers an opportunity to achieve better L1-I cache locality by scheduling transactions in a way that would enable instruction reuse across transactions based on their common actions.
• The percentage of the data that is common across transactions is very low due to infrequent reuse of the database tuples. The few frequently used data are small-sized and mostly read-only. Accordingly it may be possible to pin them in the caches to improve data cache locality.
• The cache blocks that are highly common across different transaction instances tend to be more frequently reused within each instance. Therefore, any technique for improving cache locality for the common instructions and data across different instances also has potential to improve cache locality within each transaction instance.
ADDICT
Section 2 emphasizes that transactions exhibit high instruction commonality whereas the data commonality is low. Based on this finding, we design an alternative method to schedule transactions to maximize instruction cache locality. ADDICT, an advanced instruction chasing mechanism for transactions, departs from the traditional way of scheduling transactions, which sees a transaction as one big task. ADDICT rather considers a transaction as a combination of the database operations it calls and migrates transactions over cores based on the actions their operations are about to execute.
ADDICT consists of two steps, which are detailed in the subsequent subsections.
Step 1 determines the migration points in each database operation (Section 3.1) and Step 2 spreads the execution of a transaction over multiple cores based on the migration points picked in the previous step (Section 3.2).
Step 2 is always dynamic since it orchestrates transaction execution during the actual run, whereas Step 1 can be either static or dynamic depending on the application's needs.
Finding Migration Points
To be able to determine when and where to move a transaction at run-time, ADDICT first needs to decide on the migration points in each database operation. ADDICT picks these points separately for each transaction type since the code paths each database operation takes might change based on the tables accessed in a particular transaction, as we observe in Section 2.2.1.
Algorithm
Algorithm 1 shows the details of ADDICT's initial step that finds the migration points for a workload. It takes a list of indicators to identify the transactions and database operations in the workload. These indicators can be function names or instruction addresses that correspond to the entry and exit points of the transactions or operations.
In lines 1-16 of Algorithm 1, ADDICT records the sequences of instructions that cause an eviction from each database operation invoked in a particular transaction type as migration point candidates. In parallel, it collects the occurrence count for each of these sequences. Since AD-DICT aims to migrate transactions at the granularity of actions from database operations that can fit in an L1-I cache, it resets the L1-I cache upon transaction or database operation entry and exit points in this step. After collecting the candidates, ADDICT picks the most frequent sequence of instructions for each database operation from each transaction type as migration points (line 17 in Algorithm 1).
Example
In line 17 of Algorithm 1, ADDICT has information similar to the following in map m:
.... 1) xct1→insert→0x8b5f5f 0x899397→9 2) xct1→insert→0x9bd97f 0x8b5fbf 0x94ffde→1 3) xct2→probe→0x98560e 0x8d97bc→10 4) xct2→update→0x9557f0→5 .... ADDICT goes over this information to figure out the most frequent sequence of migration points. In this example, these are (1) for insert operation in xct1, (3) for probe operation in xct2, and (4) for update operation in xct2. Migration points in (2) represent a corner case in the insert tuple operation since they only appear once among all instances of xct1. For probe and update operations in xct2, however, there are no alternative migration points to the ones in (3) and (4) . If there are multiple sequences of migration points that are the most frequent for an operation, ADDICT picks one of them randomly. However, we do not observe such cases for the workloads we evaluate in Section 4.
Implementation
There are several ways of deploying Algorithm 1 in practice. Adopting ADDICT as a pure dynamic approach requires integrating Algorithm 1 with the actual workload run. ADDICT can perform this step as a part of the rampup time (a few seconds) without making any specialized scheduling decisions for transactions and then switch to migrating transactions based on the information collected in this step. On the other hand, Step 1 of ADDICT can be static and performed a priori as well. In this case, AD-DICT would migrate transactions over the dedicated cores as soon as the real workload run starts.
In this step, ADDICT detects cache-sized chunks from each database operation. Therefore, given an empty L1-I cache, ADDICT should track the instructions that cause cache evictions within each database operation. To track such instructions at run-time, ADDICT can use either the hardware counters on the target hardware or mechanisms like informing memory operations [10] . Upon a transaction/operation entry/exit or eviction, ADDICT must flush the L1-I contents to reset the instruction cache and determine the next cache-sized code chunk in the current operation.
In addition, within the storage manager, there might be functions/routines, where one should avoid migrating at. For example, migrating within short-critical sections or lock acquisitions/releases would increase the duration of these routines. Therefore, Algorithm 1 can take additional input that indicates such functions and avoid picking migration points within these functions.
Migrating Transactions
After determining the migration points, ADDICT applies its scheduling principles during regular transaction execution. Since it picks the migration points separately for each transaction, it batches same-type transactions to maximize instruction cache locality. Furthermore, while processing a batch, ADDICT adjusts the core assignments based on the needs of the application, i.e., it assigns more cores to a migration point if it is more frequently used.
Algorithm
Algorithm 2 shows the core assignment and transaction migration principles of ADDICT's Step 2. Algorithm 2 takes as input the migration points found by Algorithm 1. It first assigns cores to each of the migration points (lines 1-14) . Then, it migrates transactions based on the core assignments (lines 16-31).
Lines 1-14 of Algorithm 2 handle the core assignments on the target hardware. As in Algorithm 1, ADDICT considers each transaction separately. Therefore, each transaction takes core0 as their entry core (lines 3-6). For the remaining core assignments, ADDICT incrementally assigns a unique core ID to each database operation in a transaction (lines 7-10) and its corresponding migration points (lines [11] [12] [13] [14] . Section 3.2.3 describes how ADDICT handles the cases where the number of migration points does not exactly match the number of available cores. Algorithm 2 omits these details for simplicity.
Lines 16-31 of Algorithm 2 perform the actual transaction execution. To maximize cache locality, in lines 16-17, same-type transactions from the list of client requests form a batch. The batch size is equal to the number of available cores on the current hardware to not to increase average transaction latency drastically. Then, for each instruction to be executed, ADDICT checks whether the transaction should migrate to another core based on the prior core assignment decisions (lines [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . If destination core ID has a different value than the current core ID of the transaction being executed, ADDICT migrates the transaction provided that there is an available destination core for the current migration point (lines 27-31).
To ensure the instruction stream is on a path that matches the migration points sequence in the input, ADDICT also tracks the previous migration addresses for each migration point. It migrates a transaction upon encountering a migration point only if that transaction has already executed the previous migration point in the sequence (line 25). An instruction address might be used several times during the execution of a database operation. However, it might lead to migration only if it is called through a specific path. Therefore, ADDICT must check for such order dependencies in the migration sequence. and insert operation entry, ADDICT migrates the transaction to core0 and core1, respectively. When the instruction 0x899397 is accessed for the first time, since its previous migration point, 0x8b5f5f, is not yet encountered, ADDICT keeps the transaction on the same core. When the transaction uses the instruction 0x8b5f5f, since it is the first migration point in the insert operation, ADDICT migrates the transaction to core2. When the instruction 0x899397 is reused, since it comes after a migration to core2 due to 0x8b5f5f, ADDICT now migrates the transaction to core3.
Algorithm 2
Migrating transactions. Input: migration points (output of Step 1) m. 1: cores → keeps core assignments 2: prev → keeps previous migration point 3: for each transaction type xct in m do 4: core = 0, op = 0, prev = 0 5: addr = entry instruction for xct 6: cores
Load Balancing
Algorithm 2 presents a simplified version of the actual ADDICT algorithm as it just assigns one core per migration point. In a typical OLTP workload running on modern server hardware, there are (1) database operations that are more frequently used than others and (2) more or fewer cores than the number needed by a transaction. We describe how ADDICT deals with such cases below.
More migration points than cores: If the migration points for a transaction require more cores than what is available in the system, ADDICT starts ignoring the internal migration points in less frequent database operations starting from the last migration point. For example, in Section 3.2.2, if there were only four cores in the system, there would not be any cores assigned to 0x9557f0 in update and 0x8d97bc in probe for xct2. 0x9557f0 in update is ignored prior to 0x8d97bc in probe since update operation occurs less (5 vs. 10 in Section 3.1.2). 0x8d97bc in probe is ignored since there are no more internal migration points to ignore in update. In our experiments in Section 4, this situation arises for some TPC-C and TPC-E transactions.
If there are too few cores available for a workload, e.g., if number of cores is even less than the number of operations executed by a transaction type, ADDICT can either fallback to traditional scheduling or switch to a scheduling technique that optimizes instruction locality for a single-core [2, 8] .
Fewer migration points than cores: When a transaction requires fewer cores than what is available on the machine, which is the common case in the era of multisocket multicores, ADDICT distributes the remaining cores based on the frequency of operations. For example, in Section 3.2.2, if there were ten cores in the system, there would be two cores assigned to each migration point in probe operation since it is more frequent than update. The remaining one core would be given to the entry point of update.
In the case of having enough cores to assign to the migration points from multiple transactions, ADDICT can run multiple batches of transactions in parallel.
Dynamic reassignment of cores: After the initial core assignments, ADDICT deploys a dynamic approach. Whenever the destination core to be migrated to is not available, i.e., occupied by another transaction (line 31 of Algorithm 2), there are two options: (1) if there are any idle cores that belong to another migration point, ADDICT reassigns one of these idle cores to the current migration point, (2) if there are no idle cores, then the transaction waits in the work-queue of the destination core.
Implementation
We design ADDICT to be a software-guided hardware mechanism. We think of the migration points picked by the Step 1 of ADDICT as the software hints used by the Step 2 of ADDICT at the hardware side. Therefore, while Step 1 can use the already existing hardware features of modern hardware, Step 2 requires some additional features from the hardware side. These additional features stem from two things: (1) keeping track of the migration points and (2) performing fast and exact thread migrations.
To be able to decide on when and where to migrate a transaction, each core must keep the list of migration points for that transaction as well as an indicator for the current database operation and the previous migration point. AD-DICT distinguishes both database operations and migration points using instructions addresses. Therefore, we can calculate ADDICT's space cost mainly based on the space cost of an instruction, which is 48bits on modern servers. Keeping the current database operation and the previous migration point would require 92bits per core. For each migration point, we need to map a <database operation, migration point> pair to a <core id, previous migration point>. In this mapping, except for the core id value, the rest of three values are instructions. We can keep the core id s as 8bit integers since 8bits already give us 256 distinct values. As a result, 152bits would be enough to keep a migration point. This way, a core can keep up to 50 migration points in less than 1KB space, which is a feasible space cost per core on most server hardware.
On the other hand, the hardware cost of the thread migrations is mainly algorithmic, which Atta et. al. [1] describe in detail and show that it is also feasible. We estimate the time required per thread migration to be ∼90 cycles; the cost of writing/reading a thread's state (e.g., the register values, last program counter, etc.) from/to the last-level-cache (∼6 cache lines).
Deploying ADDICT as a pure software mechanism would be less straightforward than our design. Dictating which transactions should run on which cores, is harder and less efficient at the software side. Modifying the context-switching code in the current platform in order to perform fast contextswitches, like STEPS does [8] , would help to some extent. However, this still does not guarantee that threads are going to migrate exactly to the cores ADDICT wants them to migrate. The functions that set a thread's core affinity (e.g., pthread setaffinity np in POSIX library) only work well provided that the destination core is idle. Otherwise, the OS scheduler schedules the thread to one of the underutilized cores automatically. To prevent such undesired migrations and cache thrashing, ADDICT requires a more drastic .5) design change at the software-side if a software-only design is more desirable. Deploying an execution model similar to staged databases [9] and assigning stages to each database operation would allow us to pin each stage to a core, send requests to each stage's work queue, and give ADDICT more control over the core affinities.
Effect on Database Components
Under ADDICT, a transaction goes through the same database components as it does under traditional scheduling. ADDICT only involves multiple cores in the execution of a transaction. However, it does not change what a transaction executes. Therefore, ADDICT's migrations have no effect on ACID properties, concurrency control mechanisms, or the logging subsystem. In addition, since ADDICT does not batch more transactions than the number of available cores in the system, it does not change the data contention patterns.
For the cases outside the regular workload run, such as recovery or database population, ADDICT can either fallback to traditional scheduling or find new migration points for the specific operations or routines executed during such periods of execution.
EVALUATION
This section demonstrates: (1) the stability of the migration points ADDICT picks across different number of transaction instances (Section 4.2), (2) ADDICT's effect on instruction and data misses at different levels of the memory hierarchy (Section 4.3), (3) ADDICT's impact on performance (Section 4.4), (4) the effect of changing server load on ADDICT's performance (Section 4.5), (5) ADDICT's effectiveness under deeper cache hierarchies (Section 4.6), (6) ADDICT's impact on power (Section 4.7), and (7) AD-DICT's overheads (Section 4.8).
Setup and Methodology
Since ADDICT is a software-guided hardware mechanism (Section 3.2.4), the evaluation uses full timing simulation.
We collect x86 execution traces from transactions using Pin [16] . We replay these traces on the Zesto x86 multicore architecture simulator [15] , modeling the timing of all events. Table 1 details the hardware parameters in our simulation.
The traces are extracted from three standard transaction processing benchmarks [25] ; TPC-B, TPC-C, and TPC-E, while running their workload mix after a warm-up period on the Shore-MT storage manager [12, 20] . Scaling factors are set big enough to have a 100GB dataset right after database population, and the buffer-pool is configured to keep the whole database in memory. To run the most scalable configuration for all the benchmarks, we enable all the logging [13] and locking [11] optimizations of Shore-MT. Since we simulate 16 cores, there are 16 worker threads executing transactions during the trace collection.
We collect 11000 transaction traces for each workload. The initial step of ADDICT (Algorithm 1) uses the first 1000 of the traces (from 1 to 1000) to determine the migration points. Section 4.2 uses all the traces after the first 1000 (from 1001 to 11000), whereas the rest of the sections use the next batch of 1000 traces (from 1001 to 2000) while evaluating the different scheduling mechanisms.
We compare ADDICT against three transaction scheduling mechanisms: (1) Baseline, the traditional transaction scheduling, where each transaction starts and finishes its execution on one core provided that no context-switching occurs due to I/O, waiting for lock, etc., (2) STREX [2] , which time-multiplexes a batch of transactions on the same core to enable instruction reuse among the transactions in the batch, (3) SLICC [1] , which spreads the computation of transactions over several cores to localize common instructions to caches without any software hints. We implement all four scheduling mechanisms on the Zesto simulator. Except for Baseline, all the mechanisms rely on batching same-type transactions. ADDICT picks a batch size that is equal to the number of available cores by default. Therefore, except for Section 4.5, the batch size is 16 in our experiments.
Migration Points
As Section 3.1 describes, ADDICT picks the most common migration point sequences among all the possible migration points for a transaction type. In our experimental evaluation, ADDICT determines the migration points based on a run with 1000 transaction traces (Section 4.1). This section investigates the stability of these migration points across all the instances of a transaction. It also shows how stability changes as we drastically increase the total number of transaction instances. A transaction instance has stable migration points if ADDICT 's core migration selection algorithm, when ran directly on this transaction instance alone, picks migration points that match the migration points chosen by ADDICT during the initial profiling phase of the 1000 transaction instances. Figure 4 shows the results for TPC-B's AccountUpdate and TPC-C's NewOrder and Payment transactions. The results are very similar for the other transaction types.
Except for the insert tuple operation in TPC-C, the migration points ADDICT determines for each database operation is stable in at least 90% of all the transactions. As Section 2.1 notes, insert tuple is the operation that has the most variety in its instruction stream across different instantiations. Therefore, it is expected that even the most frequent migration sequence for insert does not satisfy almost half of the instances for some transaction types. Furthermore, Figure 4 shows that the percentage of stability of the migration points stays the same when we move from 1000 to 10000 traces. This demonstrates that the 1000 transaction traces is sufficient enough to capture the differences across multiple instantiations of a transaction type for the workloads we evaluate. Therefore, the rest of the experiments in this section use 1000 transaction traces that is different from the 1000 transaction traces used for determining the migration points (see Section 4.1).
Instruction and Data Misses
This section quantifies ADDICT 's impact on the instruction and data misses at the various cache hierarchy levels. More specifically, this section measures the number of instruction and data misses per 1000 instructions (MPKI) at the L1-I, L1-D, and L2 caches as we run the workloads with different scheduling techniques. Figure 5 reports the MPKI values for ADDICT, STREX, and SLICC normalized over the MPKI values from the Baseline.
L1-I: As Figure 5 illustrates, all scheduling mechanisms reduce the L1-I misses. However, ADDICT is more effective in reducing the instruction misses compared to the other hardware-techniques. Specifically, ADDICT reduces instruction misses by 85% on average over Baseline whereas the reduction is 20% and 60% with STREX and SLICC, respectively. ADDICT makes more precise scheduling decisions while chasing instruction locality for transactions because of the software-guidance.
TPC-B benefits the most from ADDICT since its transaction mix has only one transaction type. The migration points picked for TPC-B are suitable for all transactions. Therefore, after the initial set of transactions the instructions are spread over the various instruction caches and remain mostly resident for all other transactions. For TPC-C and TPC-E, however, if the new batch of transactions is of different type than the ones in the previous batch, the nonoverlapping instruction footprint must be first loaded in the instruction caches by the first few transactions.
L1-D:
The L1-D MPKI results in Figure 5 show that the techniques that are based on computation spreading, SLICC and ADDICT, hinder data locality. When a transaction migrates from one core to another, it leaves its data behind. Therefore, SLICC and ADDICT increase data misses by 40% and 25% on average over the Baseline, respectively. STREX, on the other hand, leads to constructive data sharing for the few overlapped read-only data cache blocks (see Section 2.2.2). Recent studies show that the data misses OLTP suffers the most from are the long-latency data misses from the last-level cache [23] . These misses result to off-chip accesses that require a trip to main-memory. Modern out-of-order (OoO) processor cores are capable of hiding the latency of a few additional L1 data misses that end up being serviced by the on-chip memory hierarchy. Moreover, it is harder to overlap L1 instruction miss stalls compared to L1 data misses on a modern superscalar OoO processor, like the one we model (Section 4.1). Therefore, the slight increase in L1-D MPKI does not overweigh the benefits of reducing the L1-I MPKI as long as we avoid increasing the misses from the last-level cache. Section 4.4 supports this claim.
L2: ADDICT and SLICC both reduce the L2 MPKI by ∼20% whereas STREX increases it by 50% on average. Due to batching transactions on one core, STREX runs more transactions concurrently, which increases the stress on the requests to the last-level cache. However, STREX still improves the performance as Section 4.4 shows emphasizing the importance of reducing the instruction misses. On the other hand, since all the techniques batch the same type of transactions, they access the same tables concurrently. Therefore, the reduction in L2 MPKI for ADDICT and SLICC stems from the constructive sharing of the read-only metadata information and higher-levels of the B-tree indexes for the same tables.
Performance Impact
This section measures how performance varies with AD-DICT. It uses two performance metrics: (1) total execution time to complete all traces and (2) average time to complete a single transaction. Figure 6 presents the results.
Total execution cycles: Figure 6 shows that ADDICT reduces the total execution time by 45% over the Baseline. ADDICT is better than STREX and SLICC, which respectively improve performance by 17% and 35% on average over the Baseline. ADDICT manages to better utilize the instruction caches boosting instruction cache locality (see Figure 5) .
Latency: While STREX, SLICC, and ADDICT reduce the total execution time and improve throughput, they all depend on transaction batching. As a result they increase the average transaction latency in all the workloads. However, ADDICT exhibits the lowest transaction latency overhead compared to STREX and SLICC increasing average transaction latency by 60% over the Baseline, whereas the latency increase is 7-8X by STREX since it overloads cores with multiple transactions.
Effect of Changing Loads
By default, ADDICT picks a batch size that is equal to the number of available cores in the system. This section investigates ADDICT 's behavior under different batch sizes, in parallel observing the effect of changing server load on ADDICT. Figure 7 reports how well ADDICT reduces the total execution cycles and L1-I misses as a function of batch size, i.e., the number of concurrent transactions in the system, from two (lightly-loaded system) to 32 (heavily-loaded system). Figure 7 shows that while the reduction in L1-I MPKI remains the same the total execution time improves for larger batch sizes. This is expected since the transactions from the previous batch might prefetch the instructions needed for current batch. Therefore, ADDICT 's effect on L1-I MPKI does not change as we increase the batch size. On the other hand, as we increase the batch size more transactions exploit the improved L1-I locality at a time. As a result, the reduction in the total execution time increases starting from a batch size of 8.
On Deeper Memory Hierarchies
This section considers a deeper memory hierarchy, which is representative of certain popular modern chip multiprocessors. Specifically, the experiments of this section introduce an additional 256KB per core L2 cache with 7 cycles of access latency. The previously considered shared L2 now appears as a shared L3 and the L1 caches remain the same. Figure 8(a) shows the total execution cycles for ADDICT normalized over the Baseline.
The reduction in L1-I MPKI and LLC(=L3) MPKI are similar to those for the shallower memory hierarchy (Figure 5) . ADDICT remains effective at improving overall performance. As expected the overall performance improvements are lower compared to the shallower memory hierarchy since now the penalty for an L1-I cache miss is lower; the new L2 cache now handles some of the instruction cache misses. Considering that Shore-MT has an instruction footprint of 128KB-256KB, most L1-I misses will now be served by the 256KB L2 cache, which effectively keeps the whole instruction footprint. However, the instruction footprint for commercial database management systems would be higher than the instruction footprint of Shore-MT.
Impact on Power
We also measure ADDICT 's impact on power using Mc-PAT [14] . Figure 8(b) shows the average per core power required by ADDICT normalized over the numbers for Baseline. From Figure 8(b) , we see that ADDICT requires around 10% more power than Baseline.
Overheads
All three hardware mechanisms we evaluate have one major run-time overhead. They require frequent context-switches either due to time-multiplexing transactions on a single core (STREX ) or thread migrations across multiple cores (SLICC and ADDICT ). Figure 9 compares the three mechanisms in terms of this overhead. More specifically, we first measure the number of times they context-switch transactions per 1000 instructions. Then, we report the contribution of this overhead on total execution cycles.
As the graph on the left-hand side of Figure 9 shows, ADDICT achieves its better performance through fewer migrations compared to both STREX and SLICC ; 85% and 60%, respectively. Therefore, its run-time overhead due to context-switches is lower compared to the other two mechanisms. Nevertheless, the graph on the right-hand side of Figure 9 shows the execution cycles breakdown averaging the results for all the workload runs. It demonstrates that none of the mechanisms suffer due to the additional contextswitches they incur. Even in the case of STREX, only 3% of the overall cycles go to these context-switches (labeled Overhead ).
Summary
The evaluation shows that ADDICT is able to make effective decisions on the migration points for a variety of transaction types. As a result, it significantly reduces the instruction misses since it optimizes transaction scheduling to maximize instruction locality. ADDICT encounters 85% fewer instruction misses for typical OLTP benchmarks compared to traditional scheduling. As a result, it reduces the total execution time by 45% under shallower cache hierarchies and 15% under deeper cache hierarchies. In addition, it incurs lower run-time cost and performs better than the current state-of-the-art hardware scheduling mechanisms for transactions (e.g., STREX [2] and SLICC [1] ).
RELATED WORK
The related work consists of two parts: (1) memory behavior characterization for OLTP workloads and (2) improving instruction locality in L1-I.
Characterization of OLTP Workloads
Previous workload characterization studies performed on traditional data management systems investigate OLTP workloads at the micro-architectural level [5, 19, 22, 24] . They all highlight that OLTP exploits aggressive micro-architectural features very poorly; i.e., spends most of the execution cycles on memory, especially instruction, stalls and exhibits low IPC. However, all of these studies consider the data management system as a black-box. None of them maps the sources of the hardware underutilization to the components of a typical data management system.
On the other hand, Wenisch et. al. [26] attribute the temporal streams in data cache misses to the application components such as various kernel activities, SQL interpreter, storage manager, etc. Tözün et. al. [23] go one step further and focus only on the storage manager. They map both the data and instruction misses coming from the different levels of the cache hierarchy of a modern commodity server to storage manager components and database operations. Our analysis is complementary to these works since we investigate the sources of memory access overlaps not cache misses, within transactions and database operations.
Finally, Atta et. al. [1, 2] briefly quantify the instruction overlaps in TPC-C and TPC-E transactions. We expand their study by exploring more transaction types, studying the overlaps for both data and instructions, and looking at the overlaps at the granularity of databases operations.
Improving Instruction Cache Locality
There is a large body of work on reducing instruction stalls through improving instruction cache locality. Here we survey the ones that target OLTP workloads specifically.
Smart static or dynamic compilation techniques [18] can optimize the code layout to mainly minimize the conflict misses. However, as Tözün et. al. [23] show, even if we minimize the conflict misses with any code optimization technique, there is a significant amount of capacity misses that we have to reduce for more efficient OLTP execution.
On the other hand, instruction prefetching proposals designed for OLTP-like applications has emerged from simple stream buffers [19] to highly sophisticated stream predictors [6] that trade simplicity for accuracy. For example, PIF [6] requires ∼40KB of extra storage per core. Therefore, modern commodity servers still prefer the low-cost next-line prefetcher, which sequentially fetches the memory addresses, for L1-I. Nevertheless, both the code optimization and instruction prefetching techniques are orthogonal to ADDICT and can be combined with it.
In addition to these techniques, there is a line of recent work that aim to improve instruction locality through exploiting the code commonality among concurrent transactions. These span proposals from batching transactions and time-multiplexing their execution on one core, STEPS [8] and STREX [2] , to spreading the computation of transactions across multiple cores, computation spreading [3] and SLICC [1] . Similarly to ADDICT, they all rely on the initial/leader thread to miss the instructions it needs as it would during traditional transaction execution, and the rest of the threads to reuse the instructions already brought into cache(s) by the initial thread. However, except for STEPS, they are all oblivious to software. They cannot prevent migrations or context switches during lock acquisitions or releases. In addition, even though their hardware costs are low, ADDICT minimizes the space and functionality required by these two pure hardware techniques since it determines its migration decisions through software hints. On the other hand, STEPS is unable to exploit multicore hardware and requires cumbersome modifications to be able to perform fast context switching at the software.
ADDICT aims to achieve the best of both SLICC and STEPS; spread the computation of a transaction over multiple cores to enable an ample cache capacity for instructions and get the insights for when and where to migrate from the software-side to better localize the instructions in L1-I. In parallel, ADDICT attempts to reduce the migration costs and the transaction latency incurred by the two techniques.
CONCLUSIONS
L1 instruction miss stalls are among the main causes of the hardware underutilization when running transaction processing applications on today's hardware. To overcome this problem, we design ADDICT. ADDICT assigns cores to the actions of each database operation in each transaction at a granularity that matches the size of the L1 instruction cache being used. It dynamically spreads the execution of transactions over multiple cores based on the core assignments to maximize the locality for instructions. Our evaluation shows that ADDICT's efforts in improving the instruction cache locality offers great potential in terms of performance and hardware utilization because of the high reuse frequency of instructions both within one and across different transactions and database operations.
We envision ADDICT as a task scheduler on emerging heterogeneous many-core processors where cores are specialized for various database functionalities. In such a setting, ADDICT can also guide developers while making decisions about which granularity each database operations should be specialized at. Finally, in addition to OLTP workloads, AD-DICT can benefit any application that suffers from instruction stalls and have concurrent requests executing a series of actions from a predefined set.
